PIVOT = Crosstabs, SQL
Style
SQL Server’s PIVOT keyword lets you create crosstabs

Tamar E. Granor, Ph.D.
A crosstab is a result table or cursor where the set
of columns is based on data values in the source.
My last article looked at creating crosstabs in VFP,
where you can’t create a crosstab with just a query.
Since SQL Server 2005, however, you can create
crosstabs without any additional code or tools.
Suppose you want to know how many employees
AdventureWorks has in each country for each job
title. The query in Listing 1 answers the question,
but the form of the result (partially shown in Figure 1) makes it hard to grasp. The query is included
in this month’s downloads as JobTitleByCountry.
SQL.
Listing 1. This query provides the number of employees with
each job title in each country, but each record represents one
job title/country combination.
SELECT JobTitle, CR.Name, Count(*) AS EmpCount
FROM [HumanResources].[Employee]
JOIN [Person].[BusinessEntityAddress] BEA
ON Employee.BusinessEntityID =
BEA.BusinessEntityID
JOIN [Person].[Address]
ON BEA.AddressID = Address.AddressID
JOIN [Person].[StateProvince] SP
ON Address.StateProvinceID =
SP.StateProvinceID
JOIN [Person].[CountryRegion] CR
ON SP.CountryRegionCode =
CR.CountryRegionCode
WHERE Employee.CurrentFlag = 1
GROUP BY JobTitle, CR.Name
ORDER BY JobTitle, CR.Name

A better format would be to have one column
for each country and one row for each job title, with
the intersection of the two containing the number
of employees in that country with that job title. As
shown in my last article, in VFP, one way to get this
result, especially when the number of countries is
small, is to use SUM(IIF()) to do the counting. You
can do something analogous in T-SQL, using CASE
rather than IIF. Listing 2, included in this month’s
downloads as JobTitleByCountryCase.SQL, shows
code to do it this way. Figure 2 shows partial results,
much easier to interpret than the previous version.
Listing 2. You can create a simple crosstab using CASE to
break out the individual columns.
SELECT JobTitle,
SUM(CASE CR.Name WHEN 'Australia'
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS nAustralia,
SUM(CASE CR.Name WHEN 'Canada'
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS nCanada,
SUM(CASE CR.Name WHEN 'France'
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS nFrance,
SUM(CASE CR.Name WHEN 'Germany'
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS nGermany,
SUM(CASE CR.Name WHEN 'United Kingdom'
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS nUK,
SUM(CASE CR.Name WHEN 'United States'
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS nUSA
FROM [HumanResources].[Employee]
JOIN [Person].[BusinessEntityAddress] BEA
ON Employee.BusinessEntityID =
BEA.BusinessEntityID
JOIN [Person].[Address]
ON BEA.AddressID = Address.AddressID
JOIN [Person].[StateProvince] SP
ON Address.StateProvinceID =
SP.StateProvinceID
JOIN [Person].[CountryRegion] CR
ON SP.CountryRegionCode =
CR.CountryRegionCode
WHERE Employee.CurrentFlag = 1
GROUP BY JobTitle
ORDER BY JobTitle

Figure 1. Each row here shows the number of employees with
the specified job title in the specified country.
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Listing 4 shows a query using PIVOT that produces the same results as the query in Listing 2. A
CTE collects the list of employees with their job
titles and countries. The main query uses PIVOT
to count the number of employees by country.
The CTE has three columns: JobTitle, Country and
EmpID. The main query specifies that all three are
in the result (SELECT *), but the PIVOT clause indicates that Country determines the columns (the
column headers are the actual values from Country), and that EmpID is aggregated, in this case, by
counting. Figure 3 shows partial results. The query
is included as JobTitleByCountryPivot.SQL in this
month’s downloads.

Figure 2. Using CASE with SUM() gives one column per
country and makes the results more readable.

But T-SQL offers an easier way to do this.

Introducing PIVOT

The PIVOT operator provides a way to crosstab
without having to write out all the CASE expressions. PIVOT goes into the FROM clause of the
query. Listing 3 shows the syntax for using PIVOT.
In my experience, this is a case where it’s easiest to use “*” rather than listing specific field names.
The source table can be an actual table, a derived
table, or a table created as part of a CTE.
Listing 3. The PIVOT operator appears in the FROM clause of
a query and specifies an aggregation function.
SELECT <non-pivoted column>,
<list of pivoted columns with aliases>
FROM <source table>
PIVOT
(<aggregation function>(<column to aggregate>)
FOR [<column name column>]
IN (<list of values>)
) AS <alias for the pivot table>

Listing 4. This query pivots on country to produce one record
per job title with a column for each country where any employees are located.
WITH csrJobCountry
(JobTitle, Country, EmpID)
AS
(SELECT JobTitle, CR.Name,
Employee.BusinessEntityID
FROM [HumanResources].[Employee]
JOIN [Person].[BusinessEntityAddress] BEA
ON Employee.BusinessEntityID =
BEA.BusinessEntityID
JOIN [Person].[Address]
ON BEA.AddressID = Address.AddressID
JOIN [Person].[StateProvince] SP
ON Address.StateProvinceID =
SP.StateProvinceID
JOIN [Person].[CountryRegion] CR
ON SP.CountryRegionCode =
CR.CountryRegionCode
WHERE Employee.CurrentFlag = 1
)

SELECT *
The interesting part is what goes after the
FROM csrJobCountry
PIVOT keyword. First, you need an aggregation
PIVOT(COUNT(EmpID)
function, such as SUM(OrderTotal). After FOR, you
FOR Country
IN (Australia, Canada, France, Germany,
list the name of the source column whose values
[United Kingdom], [United States]))
are to become columns in the result. In the job title
AS EmpTotal
by country example, that’s the Country column.
Finally, after IN, you have to include a list of
all the values of
interest. Having
an explicit list
is both a good
thing and a bad
thing. It’s a good
thing
because
it allows you to
include only a
subset of the values from the relevant column. It’s
a bad thing, of
course, because
it requires you to
know the list of Figure 3. The results here are the same as in Figure 2 except for the column headers, which are the actual counvalues from that try names from the CountryRegion table.
column.
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I suspect that the most commonly used
function in the pivot is SUM, letting you see some
kind of total across a set of time periods or regions
or other way of dividing up data. For example,
Listing 5 produces total sales for each salesperson
for each year; Figure 4 shows partial results. This
query is included in this month’s downloads as
SalesPersonAnnualSalesCTE.SQL.
Listing 5. Here, total sales for each salesperson for each year
is computed.
WITH SalesByYear
(SalesPersonID, SalesYear, SubTotal)
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID, YEAR(OrderDate),
SubTotal
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader
WHERE SalesPersonID IS NOT NULL)
SELECT *
FROM SalesByYear
PIVOT(SUM(SubTotal)
FOR SalesYear
IN ([2011], [2012], [2013], [2014]))
AS TotalSales
ORDER BY SalesPersonID

Listing 6. A query that uses PIVOT can be a CTE, so you can
add more data.
WITH SalesByYear
(SalesPersonID, SalesYear, SubTotal)
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID, YEAR(OrderDate) ,
SubTotal
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader
WHERE SalesPersonID IS NOT NULL),
SalesByYearPivot
AS
(SELECT *
FROM SalesByYear
PIVOT(SUM(SubTotal)
FOR SalesYear
IN ([2011], [2012], [2013], [2014]))
AS TotalSales)
SELECT Person.FirstName, Person.LastName,
SalesByYearPivot.*
FROM SalesByYearPivot
JOIN Person.Person
ON SalesByYearPivot.SalesPersonID =
Person.BusinessEntityID
ORDER BY LastName, FirstName

Getting meaningful
column names

By default, the list you include
in the IN portion of PIVOT
determines the names of pivoted
columns. So, in the sales example,
the columns are called 2011, 2012,
etc., while in the jobs example,
they’re the names of the countries.
(This also explains why numeric
values or values containing
spaces need to be surrounded
by square brackets; that’s the
standard way of referring to a
column with a name that can’t
stand alone.)
However, you can actually
Figure 4. Each row here represents one salesperson, while each column represents a year.
specify alternative names for
The intersection shows the dollar total of sales for that salesperson for that year.
these columns in the field list of
the query, just as you can for any
In this example, again, the CTE includes exactly
field. The query in Listing 7 pulls sales data for one
three columns. One (SalesPersonID) determines the
year and then pivots on month. The field list changes
rows, one (SalesYear) determines the columns, and
one (SubTotal) is aggregated to
produce the data values.
Of course, this data would be
more useful with the salespeople’s names as well as their IDs.
You can turn the query with the
PIVOT into a CTE and add the
names afterward, as in Listing 6
(which is included in this month’s
downloads as SalesPersonAnnualSalesWithNameCTE.SQL. Partial results are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5. Salesperson names are added to this pivoted result by putting the pivot into a
CTE.
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the names for those columns from the numeric
month to the standard abbreviations. Figure 6
shows partial results, and the query is included as
SalesPerson2013MonthlySalesWithMonthNames.
SQL in this month’s downloads.
Listing 7. You can rename pivoted columns in the field list of
the query.
WITH SalesByMonth
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID,
MONTH(OrderDate) As SalesMonth,
SubTotal
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader
WHERE SalesPersonID IS NOT NULL
AND YEAR(OrderDate) = 2013)
SELECT SalesPersonID,
[1] AS Jan, [2] AS Feb, [3] AS Mar,
[4] AS Apr, [5] AS May, [6] AS Jun,
[7] AS Jul, [8] AS Aug, [9] AS Sep,
[10] AS Oct, [11] AS Nov, [12] AS Dec
FROM SalesByMonth
PIVOT(SUM(SubTotal)
FOR SalesMonth
IN ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]))
AS TotalSales
ORDER BY SalesPersonID;

For example, the query in Listing 8 has one
row for each salesperson for each month. The CTE
result has four fields: salesperson ID, month, year
and invoice amount. The main query totals the
invoice amount and specifies that year determines
the columns. That leaves both salesperson ID
and month to specify the rows. Partial results
are shown in Figure 7. The query is included as
SalesPersonMonthlySales.SQL in this month’s
downloads.
Listing 8.This query uses two fields (SalesPersonID and
SalesMonth) to specify the rows in the pivoted result.
WITH csrSalesByYear
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID,
MONTH(OrderDate) As SalesMonth,
YEAR(orderDate) AS SalesYear,
SubTotal
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader
WHERE SalesPersonID IS NOT NULL)
SELECT *
FROM csrSalesByYear
PIVOT(SUM(SubTotal)
FOR SalesYear
IN ([2011], [2012], [2013], [2014]))
AS TotalSales
ORDER BY SalesPersonID, SalesMonth;

Aggregating on
more than one
column

Figure 6. One year’s sales were pivoted by month. Then, the field names were replaced by
something more meaningful.

A more complicated problem
is computing more than one
aggregate result. For example,
suppose you want to get both
total sales and the number of
sales by year for each salesperson. You might think that
you could simply list multiple aggregate functions after
PIVOT, but that doesn’t work.

This query also shows
why it’s generally easier to use
SELECT * in a PIVOT. Otherwise, you need to list each pivoted column by name.

Determining rows by
multiple columns

In the examples above, the set
of rows was determined by a
single field, JobTitle in the first
case and SalesPersonID in the
others. But it’s possible to use
multiple fields to specify the
rows. All you have to do is have
multiple columns in the query
that aren’t listed in the PIVOT
clause.
July 2016
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In fact, to include multiple pivoted aggregations, you have to perform the pivots separately
and then join the results. You also have to make
sure that whatever you’re selecting from contains
only the columns relevant to that particular aggregation.
The easiest way to do this is with a series of
CTEs, as in Listing 9. The first two CTEs, SalesByYear
and SalesTotal, are the same as previous examples,
producing one row per salesperson with one
column per year. The final CTE, SalesCount,
produces one row per salesperson with one column
per year containing the number of orders for that
salesperson in that year. Finally, the main query
joins SalesTotal and SalesCount on SalesPersonID,
including all the pivoted columns from each of
them. Figure 8 shows partial results. This query is
included as SalesPersonAnnualSalesMulti.SQL in
this month’s downloads.
Listing 9.To pivot and aggregate on multiple columns, you
have to do each pivot separately, and then join the results.
WITH SalesByYear
(SalesPersonID, SalesYear, SubTotal)
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID,
YEAR(OrderDate), SubTotal
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader
WHERE SalesPersonID IS NOT NULL),
SalesTotal
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID,
[2011] AS Total2011,
[2012] AS Total2012,
[2013] AS Total2013,
[2014] AS Total2014
FROM SalesByYear
PIVOT(SUM(SubTotal)
FOR SalesYear
IN ([2011], [2012], [2013], [2014]))
AS TotalSales),
SalesCount
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID,
[2011] AS Count2011,
[2012] AS Count2012,
[2013] AS Count2013,
[2014] AS Count2014

FROM SalesByYear
PIVOT(COUNT(SubTotal)
FOR SalesYear
IN ([2011], [2012], [2013], [2014]))
AS Sales)
SELECT ST.SalesPersonID,
SC.Count2011, ST.Total2011,
SC.Count2012, ST.Total2012,
SC.Count2013, ST.Total2013,
SC.Count2014, ST.Total2014
FROM SalesTotal ST
JOIN SalesCount SC
ON ST.SalesPersonID = SC.SalesPersonID
ORDER BY ST.SalesPersonID

In my initial attempts at doing this (because,
for some reason, I mistakenly thought that doing
COUNT(Subtotal) would count only distinct
values), I tried using a single CTE containing
both Subtotal and SalesOrderID as the source for
both pivots. However, even though the unneeded
field was omitted from the field list of the queries
performing the pivots, the field was still used in
determining the rows of the result. Every field in the
source table for a pivot is used either in determining
rows, determining columns, or aggregation. The
query in Listing 10 demonstrates the issue. The CTE
includes SalesOrderID, though it’s not mentioned in
the main query. Nonetheless, the results (partially
shown in Figure 9) have one row per sales order
rather than one row per salesperson. This faulty
query is included in this month’s downloads as
SalesPersonAnnualExtraField.SQL
Listing 10. Every field in the table specified for a pivot is used
somehow. If it’s not otherwise specified, it helps determine the
list of rows.
WITH SalesByYear
(SalesPersonID, SalesYear,
SubTotal, OrderID)
AS
(SELECT SalesPersonID, YEAR(OrderDate),
SubTotal, SalesOrderID
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader
WHERE SalesPersonID IS NOT NULL)
SELECT SalesPersonID,
[2011] AS Total2011,
[2012] AS Total2012,

Figure 8. By joining the results of two separate pivots, we can do two different aggregations.
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[2013] AS Total2013,
[2014] AS Total2014
FROM SalesByYear
PIVOT(SUM(SubTotal)
FOR SalesYear
IN ([2011], [2012], [2013], [2014]))
AS TotalSales

But wait, there’s more

In my next article, I’ll look at how you can pivot
when you don’t know the list of values in the pivot
column, as well as at the UNPIVOT command that
gives you an easy way to normalize non-normalized data.
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Figure 9. Because the table used for this pivot includes SalesOrderID, the
result has one row per sales order, rather than just one per salesperson.
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